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There has long been a demand in the glass processing industry for a
bending and tempering furnace suitable for a wide range of production.

A universal furnace is still nowhere to be seen, but considerable
technical developments have taken place in horizontal bending and

tempering equipment. This article reviews the production equipment
for bent tempered architectural glass available today including new

furnaces, and illustrates the structure of the market. It also discusses
the reasons why bent architectural glass is still to make a real

breakthrough, and has a look at future trends.

HE HORIZONTAL 
TEMPERING FURNACE 

This furnace, developed in the 1970s, has
been one of the most significant innovations of
recent decades, above all commercially. Its
success has been based on the inexpensive
price of a new machine combined with its ver-
satile usage; a concept that has brought the
glass tempering process within the reach of
small and medium-sized companies and given
considerable added value to the end product. In
principle it is possible to temper automotive, archi-

tectural, furniture and industrial glass  on the
same machine. Supply and demand

have grown hand in hand with the
development of safety norms
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relating to the use of glass.
Investments in equipment have
increased supply. Together with
new architectural safety stan-
dards that require tempered
glass, these both have increased
demand.

The industry has for a long
time looked for similar devel-
opments in bent tempered glass.
This has happened for bent tem-
pered vehicle glass produced
in large batches. The same is
true for glass used by industry.
For example the glass used in
display cabinets and domestic
appliances is largely made with
flexible, powerful horizontal
tempering furnaces. Architectural
glass, however, clearly lags
behind these other sectors, even
though excellent equipment has
been developed for the production of even
large items of bent glass. 

USAGE DETERMINES THE CHOICE 
OF BENDING TECHNOLOGY

The most common applications where bent
tempered glass is used in buildings can be
divided into the following categories:
• façade glass, overhead glass, glass malls; 
• interior architecture (hand rails, glass parti-

tions etc.)
• modular structures (shower cabinets, dis-

play windows etc.)
Of course, glass for façades and interior

architecture is quite different from that used in
shower enclosures. For example, façade and inte-
rior architectural glass is usually thick (6-19 mm),
has mainly a cylindrical shape, is large (up to
2200 x 3500 mm), has high optical require-
ments and is produced in small batches. The glass
used in shower enclosures is usually 4-6 mm thick
and less than 1500 x 2400 mm; optical quality
is not a key issue and the glass is produced in
large batches. These differing requirements
require different production technology.

EQUIPMENT 
Equipment for bending and tempering archi-

tectural glass can be roughly
divided into the following cat-
egories, according to their oper-
ating principle and structure.

Vertical bending 
and tempering systems

This is the conventional
method in which the upper edge
of the glass is held by tongs.
The glass is heated in a furnace
to the required temperature and
then taken out of the furnace
to the bending section, where it
is pressed between two moulds
to obtain the required shape.
Despite the marks from the
tongs, this method is still wide-
ly used for architectural glass,
furniture, shop fittings and small
quantities of vehicle glass (side
doors and windscreens for trac-

tors, combine harvesters etc), since it is eco-
nomical even for short production runs.

Horizontal roller hearth furnaces
This is a new technology which uses the

concept of a flat tempering furnace. A special
bending section has been added between the heat-
ing oven and the chiller. The shape can be
obtained either by gravity or by pressing between
two moulds. Gravity benders can be further
divided into two categories, namely mould-
less systems for cylindrical bending including
bending in one direction, and mould systems for
spherical bending. These types are widely used
in the production of automotive glass in long
series. In other areas roller hearth systems are
also mainly used in the production of large
batches, for shop fittings, shower doors, domes-
tic appliances etc.

Horizontal bending and tempering furnaces
This is another innovation that is based on a

system that bends glass inside the furnace. The
glass is heated and bent in a bending oven and
then taken to the chiller for tempering and
cooling. Gravity bending on a mould or a spe-
cial tooling system is used to give the shape. This
system is principally used for large products and
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in short and medium runs, since it is flexible and
economical. Bending the glass inside the fur-
nace eliminates the need for overheating, so the
optical quality is very high. This system is
mainly used for architectural glass, for façades,
skylights, handrails, revolving doors etc.

MACHINERY USED TODAY
Today, most bent architectural glass is still made

with vertical tempering machines, as the verti-
cal machine is inexpensive to purchase. The
process has weaknesses, however, and for that rea-
son these machines will in future be replaced by
new horizontal tempering machines. The verti-
cal furnace has high mould costs and the process
leaves tong marks on the top edge of the glass,
so the glass cannot be used in structures without
frames. Furthermore, it is necessary to over-
heat the glass because it cools down during
bending. Unfortunately this reduces the optical
quality of the glass. 

Glassmakers are increasingly changing to
horizontal tempering machines. For glass to be
used in frameless structures this is the only pos-
sible machinery to use because it leaves no tong
marks. Two different alternatives are available,
namely the horizontal roller hearth furnaces
with bending section and the horizontal bending
and tempering furnaces. The horizontal roller hearth
process bends the glass in a separate section
after the heating oven, so this also requires over-
heating, which considerably weakens the opti-
cal quality of the end product. However, bend-
ing outside the oven makes it possible to use a
wide range of adjustable moulds, which reduces
mould costs. The roller hearth furnace is an
extremely expensive purchase, which makes its
use limited in the flexible production of small
batches. Roller hearth furnaces are in fact main-
ly used for large series, for products such as
shower doors and certain display windows where
faultless optical quality is not a key require-
ment. Reflective coated glass is generally used,
so the optical quality of the glass is one of the key
criteria when choosing a glass supplier. Horizontal
bending and tempering furnaces are used for
applications with high optical requirements.
Since the bending process in the oven elimi-
nates the need for overheating it ensures fault-
less optical quality. Bending in the oven also gives

better dimensional accuracy than other methods.
Dimensional accuracy is an important factor,
since the trend is to constantly reduce the toler-
ances in order to guarantee “problem free” glaz-
ing.  Bending and tempering furnaces are fairly
inexpensive. Modular bending tools have been
developed to reduce mould costs. This means that
producing even small batches can be profitable.

STATE OF THE MARKET
Despite the advances mentioned above, bent

tempered glass is still rarely used in the build-
ing industry. There are many reasons for this,
including:
• the price of a structure obtained with bent glass

is usually several times higher than that of a
flat structure;

• insufficient information exists on the avail-
ability of bent glass;

• no standards exist for bent glass, except for
a few factory standards;

• associated structures and technology need-
ed for using bent glass have not developed at
the same pace as bending equipment;

• it is not possible to bend all types of glass;
• manufacturing of more sophisticated bent

glass products is considerably more diffi-
cult than that of flat glass (apart from a few
exceptions, it is not possible to supply glass
with a soft coating that is bent, for example
Sunguard  from Guardian and Planitherm).
In many cases the tempered glass specified

is replaced by laminated, since this is much
more readily available. 

The use of tempered glass is further limited
since bending without tempering makes it pos-
sible to achieve more complex shapes.

On the other hand many factors justify the use
of tempered glass in a wide range of applica-
tions.Tempering considerably increases the
mechanical strength of glass, so in applications
that require strength, tempered glass should be
used. Bolted glass handrails and spider structures
are examples of this, and so are items that are sub-
ject to heavy loads, such as doors. Bending and
tempering is a fast, efficient process compared
to the production of bent laminated glass, so it
is possible to produce large batches more quick-
ly. Production costs for tempered glass are also
lower than those for laminated.
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Tempering and laminating are not mutually
exclusive techniques; in fact they tend to com-
plement each other. By way of example, all
skylights in Germany use a combination of
tempered and laminated glass. There are appli-
cations where it is essential to use tempered glass
(eg. bolted structures) and there are applications
that require laminated glass (eg. skylights).
More and more frequently, specifications are for
structures that require laminated tempered and
heat-strengthened glass.

MANUFACTURERS 
Manufacturers can be divided into fairly

clear categories. Manufacturers of shower enclo-
sure glass and display cabinet glass form their
own specialized group that concentrates on this
sort of production and does not get involved with
architectural glass. Large items of tempered
architectural glass are in turn available from
conventional manufacturers of bent architectural
glass. These try to hold on to their markets by
offering customers a full range of products
including bent annealed, bent laminated and
bent tempered glass, as well as different com-
binations of these (such as laminated glass with
bent heat-strengthened lights). A second group
that is asked to supply bent architectural glass
consists of manufacturers of tempered flat archi-
tectural glass. To ensure they win orders, this group
is also increasingly selling a full range of prod-
ucts. Apart from a few exceptions there are no
companies that specialize exclusively in large
tempered architectural glass.

SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES 
Major advances have taken place in equipment

for bending and tempering of architectural glass.
Low cost equipment has come on the market that
is within reach of more and more companies. End
product quality has improved considerably
through these innovations. Eliminating the tong
marks makes it possible to use tempered glass in
frameless structures. Improved production equip-
ment gives flexibility in pricing without cut-
ting into profit margins. Greater dimensional
accuracy, on the other hand, reduces the safety
allowances that affect the price for the total
structure. More and more companies are invest-
ing in bending and tempering furnaces, which will

appreciably increase the availability of the glass.
As companies invest in equipment, architects,
building companies and other key groups are being
informed about and trained in the new opportu-
nities for using glass in structures. Information
and better supply will open up the market rap-
idly. Furthermore standards are being devel-
oped in several countries, aiming to spread infor-
mation and regulate the use of bent glass in
buildings.  Standardizing will significantly pro-
mote the use of bent glass in the building indus-
try. Additionally great progress has been made
in equipment and accessories relating to the use
of bent glass. Profiled structures are readily
available for bent glass. New fixing methods
considerably reduce the price of structures and
in general encourage the use of glass in buildings.
For example the relative extra price when chang-
ing from flat to bent glass is much less when using
the spider fitting instead of conventional frames. 

It can be said that bent tempered architec-
tural glass is going through a period of transition
as major developments are taking place in this
field of the glass industry, both in its production
technology and commercially. 

Very recently many conventional manufacturers
of bent glass have invested in modern horizon-
tal bending and tempering furnaces and this
trend seems set to continue.
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